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Abstract: Merger and Acquisition were the most famous method of inorganic 

enlargement of corporations over the years. It is significantly used for restructuring the 

commercial enterprise organizations. Companies adopt mergers and acquisitions 

primarily based totally on strategic commercial enterprise motivations that are, in 

principal, monetary in nature. This study tries to assess the effect of pre and publish 

economic overall performance of the acquirer corporations. This might be achieved 

through evaluating the pre-merger and publish-merger overall performance of the 

acquirer organisation in decided on M & A offers in India in periods 2007-2008 (decided 

on because of 2008 international economic crisis) and 2012-2013 (Many offers rose after 

2010 and however in 2012-2013) the use of choose economic ratios and coupled take a 

look at 5% significance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mergers and Acquisitions (M & A) are described as consolidation of agencies. Difference among 

the 2 terms, Mergers is the aggregate of agencies to shape one, in which Acquisitions is one 

employer taken over through the difference. M & A is one of the vital elements of the company 

finance world. The concept in the back of M & A is usually given is that the 2 separate agencies 

collectively create extra cost in comparison to being on a person stand. With the principle goal of 

wealth maximization, agencies continue on comparing extraordinary possibilities via the direction 

of merger or acquisition. In this, continually synergy cost is created through the becoming a 

member of or merger of agencies. The synergy cost may be analysed both via the Revenues (better 

revenues), Expenses (reducing of expenses) or the price of capital (reducing of standard price of 

capital). Its apparent that, each aspects of an M & A deal may have extraordinary thoughts 

approximately the really well worth of a goal employer: Its vendor desires to cost the employer at 

as excessive of a fee as possible, even as the client could attempt to get the bottom fee that he can. 

There are, however, many valid methods to cost agencies. The maximum not unusual place 

valuation approach is to have a take a observe similar agencies in an industry, however deal makers 

implements quite a few different techniques and equipment whilst assessing a goal employer. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The paper from Amish Bharat Kumar Soni (1) highlights approximately economic evaluation effect 

of the Acquired Company. Paper additionally highlights shareholders wealth evaluation as a quick 

time period investment. Harpreet Singh Bedi (2) “Merger & Acquisition in India: An Analytical 
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Study”: The paper explores the tendencies and development in M & A in India. It additionally 

considers different factors which have facilitated in Progress and execution of M & A in India. The 

paper from Viral Upendrabhai Pandya (3) attempts to measures the mergers and acquisitions 

quarter of India from 1991 to 2010 with the assist of time-collection statistics in conjunction with 

fundamental latest international development. This paper additionally attempts to categorize 

tendencies in production and non-production sectors to offer precise proof for reasons and motives 

at the back of the precise conduct observed, and the possible destiny of mergers and acquisitions 

interest in India. Rabi Narayankar and Amit Soni’s paper (4) emphasised on mentioning mergers as 

an approach to beautify the Enterprise value. Researchers analysed and decided on the duration 

submit liberalization to evaluation the effect of the Mergers. Agnihotri inspect and analysed 

determinants of acquisitions in 3 industries in India and discover that the volatility of profits and 

enterprise institution association has a massive have an effect on acquisitions with the aid of using 

Indian corporations. The paper targeted greater on boom in profits because of Acquisitions. Erel, 

Liao, & Welsbach (6) exhibits with inside the paper that acquisitions take location whilst perceived 

gain with inside the shape of manufacturing efficiencies, marketplace power, and tax concerns are 

better for mixed entities in comparison to Pre-Acquisition. Researcher indicates with inside the 

paper that a company need to understand enough blessings from a go border acquisition earlier than 

it prefers to pursue a worldwide acquisition approach. Kumar (7) discusses approximately the 

transformation of Hindalco, an Indian aluminium manufacturer into one of the world’s biggest 

aluminium manufacturers, indicates that whilst corporations from the advanced global use M & A 

for price saving and length synergies; rising marketplace corporations are inspired with the aid of 

using a approach to gather competencies, brands, knowhow and generation that would rework them 

into worldwide leaders. As the rising marketplace M & A aren't pushed with the aid of using the 

preference for price saving, downsizing, and so forth integration is smoother and much less 

disruptive. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The Company decided to examine the length for which the Merger and Acquisition took place with 

inside the length 2007-2008 and 2012-13. The obtaining agency decided on for examine are Indian 

companies. Secondary facts for three years length for pre-merger and post-merger might be taken 

for analysis. Ratios giving data on running performance taken into consideration for examine.  

 

3.1 Objective of the Study  

 To examine the effect of M & A at the acquirer’s working efficiency.  

 To understand Macroeconomic surroundings except the consequences of the Merger, which 

influences the overall performance of the Acquirer. 

 

 

 

3.2 Hypothesis  

 H0: There isn't any full-size distinction within side the imply performance ratio of the 
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chosen Acquirer enterprise pre-merger and post-merger. 

 H1: There is full-size distinction within side the imply performance ratio of the chosen 

Acquirer enterprise pre-merger and post-merger.  

To affirm speculation T-test can be performed to recognize the impact of mergers at the running 

performance of the enterprise earlier than and after merger. The test can be taken into consideration 

at 5% significance. 

  

3.3 The Premium for Potential Success 

Acquiring groups almost continually pay a massive top rate at the inventory marketplace cost of the 

groups they purchase for. The justification for doing so almost continually boils right all the way 

down to the perception of synergy; a merger advantages shareholders whilst a company’s put up-

merger percentage fee will increase via way of means of the cost of capacity synergy. It could be 

pretty not going for rational proprietors to promote in the event that they could gain greater via way 

of means of now no longer promoting. That way customers could should pay a top rate in the event 

that they wish to accumulate the company, irrespective of what pre-merger valuation tells them. For 

sellers, that top rate represents their company’s destiny prospects. For customers, the top rate 

represents a part of the put up-merger synergy they assume may be completed. Companies adopt 

mergers and acquisition primarily based totally on strategic enterprise motivations that are, in 

principal, monetary in nature. These encompass leverage on economies of scale which covers any, 

a few or all regions of studies and development, manufacturing and marketing (Horizontal 

mergers); widen distribution competencies or more recent markets geared toward augmenting 

marketplace percentage; diversify variety of merchandise and services (Diversification of 

Business); getting gain of expert management via way of means of being acquired (via way of 

means of a smaller company); live to tell the tale headwinds systematic and macro surroundings via 

way of means of combing ranks. Other elements also can be protected together with reaching 

pricing performance within side the deliver chain via way of means of obtaining a channel partner 

(vertical merger) or maybe exclude destiny competition.  

 

3.4 Data and Methodology  

The company offers decided on for evaluation are Mergers and Acquisitions which are cross-border 

in nature, and the obtaining organization is an Indian organization and has come about in the length 

2007-08 and 2012-thirteen.Period decided on 2007-2008 which turned into at some point of the 

length of world recession and 2012-thirteen turned into the length in which predominant offers took 

place. Hence the 2 years have been decided on for the study.  

The following M & A deals have been selected for analysis:-  

1. Colgate – Palmolive  

2. Tata Motors – Jaguar 

3. ONGC – Imperial 

4. Hindalco – Novelis 

5. Reliance Industries – IPCL 

6. Indian Oil Corp - IBP 
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1) Colgate-Palmolive Company is an American global purchaser merchandise organization, 

production, distribution and provision of household, health care and private care merchandise. 

2) Tata Motors Limited is an Indian multinational automobile production e

is a subsidiary of Tata Group, an Indian conglomerate. Its merchandise encompass passenger cars, 

trucks, vans, coaches, buses, sports activities cars, and production device, navy and military 

vehicles. 

3) Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) is an Indian multinational oil and fuel organization in 

advance established in Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India. It is a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) of 

the Government of India, beneath the executive manipulate of the Ministry of Petroleum and 

Natural Gas.  

Two Hypothesis - the null speculation and the opportunity speculation is taken into consideration 

for testing. The null speculation will determine that the imply distinction among pre and submit 

records is zero and the opportunity speculation

isn't same to zero. The test is taken into consideration at 5% significance.

 

IV. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

4.1 Analysis and Findings 

Result: 77.5% of individuals think that mergers and acquisition have

finance practices, whereas only 17.5% of people think it does not have impact on accounting and 

finance. 
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Result: 77.5% of people think the accounting standard (AS

acquisitions. And 12.5% of people think the accounting standard (AS

and acquisitions. 

Result: According to 87.5% of people, companies do merger and acquisition procedures to expand 

their market share whereas according to 7.5% of people, companies do me

increase cost related things in the company.

 

Result: According to 80% of the people, greater efficiency is the benefit of merger and acquisition 

and according to 15% of the people, higher prices is the benefit of merger and acquisition.

Result: 65% of the people think M&A really worth the trouble and risk

think it is not.  
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4.2 Conclusion  

One size does not match all. Many corporations discover that the exceptional manner to get 

beforehand is to enlarge possession barriers via mergers and acquisitions. For others, isolating the 

general public possession of a subsidiary or enterprise section gives extra advantages. At least in 

theory, mergers create synergies and economies of scale, increasing operations and slicing fees. 

Investors can take consolation in the concept that a merger will supply more suitable marketplace 

power. By contrast, de-merged corporations frequently revel in advanced working overall 

performance way to redesigned control incentives. Additional capital can fund increase organically 

or thru acquisition.  
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